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ABSTRA(?T 
A l/iccati-like equation which ineo]tx)rates as special cases the standard continu- 
(ms-time algebraic Rieeati equation and the constrained continuous-time algebraic 
Rieeati equation is introduced and studied. A characterization f the conditions m/(ter 
whieh an equation of general form has a stabilizing solution are investigated in terms 
of the so-called proper deflating subspaee of" the extended Hamilt(mian pencil. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Recent progress in the field on H~-theory control has led to a signif'icant 
increase in applications of the Riccati equation. In this respect such unortho- 
dox eases as those regarding the constrained continuous-time Riccati equation 
(see [3, 10, 15]) may be seen as particularly significant. Among the paths to be 
explored in tiffs area, a fruitful one seems to be that based on the Popov- 
Yakubovich approach in conjunction with singular-pencil theoD, (see [7-9]). 
In the present paper an attempt is made to present a unified approach to the 
various cases in which Riceati-like equations are involved. The main tool used 
here is the so-called proper deflating subspace of the extended Hamihonian 
pencil (EHP; see for instance [9]). 
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Subsequently the following notation will be used. The open left and right 
halves of the complex plane will be denoted by C-  and C +, respectively. R" 
and R m×m will be used to denote the real n-dimensional Euclidean space 
and the ring of real m × n matrices, respectively. R(A) will stand for the field 
of rational functions over R. Any matrix of full column (row) rank will be 
called monic (epic). The spectrum of a square matrix A will be denoted by 
A(A). For the transpose and the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse of a matrix A 
we shall use the notation A T and A #, respectively. Script capital etters will 
be used for subspaces in R". If ~c  R" and A~'c  ~,  write A]~ for the 
restriction of A to ~f. The image and the null space of a matrix A will be 
denoted by Im A and ker A, respectively. Strict equivalence of two matrix 
pencils AM - N and AM - N will be denoted by AM - N ~ AM - A7 and 
means the existence of two constant nonsingular matrices H and Z of 
appropriate dimensions uch that H( AM - N)Z  = AM - N. 
2. DEFINITIONS AND BASIC NOTIONS 
Any triplet ~ =(A ,B ,P )  where A ~R "X", B ~R "×m, and P 
R (" +')x (" +'~) with 
will be called a Popov triplet. Such a triplet expresses synthetically an ordered 
pair which consists of a linear system k = Ax + Bu and an associated integral 
quadratic ost criterion foWTPwdt, w & [ x r uT] T. 
DEFINITION 1. Let ~ be a Popov triplet. The algebraic equation 
I IV = 0, (1) [A~'X+XA+Q XB+L [F 
[ L w + BTx R 
where X ~ R n×n, V ~ R "X~ is monic with r ~< n, r unfixed, and F is such 
that (A  + BF)V = VS for some matrix S ~ R ~xr, will be termed the gener- 
alized continuous-time Riccati equation (GCTARE). 
A quadruple (r, X, V, F) for which (1) holds and (A  + BF)V = VS for 
some S is called a solution to the GCTARE. A solution is called V-symmetric 
if, in addition, V TXV = V TX T V. A V-symmetric solution is called stabilizing 
if A(S) c C . 
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REMARK 1. If (r, X, V, F) is a stabilizing solution to the GCTARE, then 
7= hn V is an (A, B) invariant subspaee, and F is such that (A + BF)7~c 
T and A((A + BF) I~)  c C . 
ItEMABK 2. If V is invertible, we may assume that V= I and (1) 
becomes  
ATX + XA + Q + ( XB + L) F = O, 
L r + BrX+BF= O. 
(2) 
In this case a V-symmetric solution reduces to a pair (X, F) satisf)ing (2) 
x~4th X = X r. If X = X T, the system (2) can be easily rewritten as 
ATX + XA + Q -- FTRF = O, 
L T 4- BTx+ BF= 0 
(3) 
or  as 
A 'X + XA - (xB  + I )R*(B"X + L') + O = o, 
ker B c ker(XB + L). (4) 
The fbrm (3) is notably encountered in [12] and [1], while the fbrm (4) is 
known at present as the constrained continuous-time algebraic Riccati equa- 
tion (CCTARE) (see [3, 10, 15]). If in addition B is nonsingular, (2) reduces 
to the well-knov~l continuous-time algebraic Riceati equation (CTARE) 
ATx + XA - (XB + L)F I - I (BTX + L r) + Q = o. (5) 
Notice that the nonsymmetric solutions of (3) or (4) need not be incorporated 
in the GCTARE. 
PROPOSITION i. If (r, X, V, F) and (r, X, V, if) are two stabilizin~z 
solutions to (1), then V TXV = VTJ(V. 
Proof. We may write (A + BF)V= VS and (A + Bf f )V= V,q with 
both A(S) and A(S) inC  .F rom(1)  wehave ATxv+ X(A  + BF)V+ QV 
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+ LFV = ArXV + XVS + Qv + LFV = 0 and thus 
VrArXV + vTXVS + vrQv  + VrLFV = 0. (6) 
Using (1) again, we have also 
V~~(L 'V  + ~XV + ReV) = 0. (7) 
Adding (6) and (7) yields 
g~v~xv + vTxvs  + V~(Le  + P~'LT)V + V~fTReV + V~C)V = O. (S) 
A similar procedure applied to (1) for )( instead of X yields 
s"v~:,be + v~~g + V" (L~ + eTL~)V + V~F'R~ + V~OV = 0. (9) 
Thus as Vr~(q7 = v'r_~rV, also 
v~~s + g~v~ + VT(~L ~ + LU)V + VT~I~FV + V"'OV = O, 
( lo )  
and subtracting (10) from (8), we get 
g~(v'~xv - v~~)  + (v~xv - v"~)s  = 0. (11) 
Hence, as A(S) (~ A( -S )  = ~, the Sylvester equation (11) has a unique 
solution and consequently V TXV = V rXV. • 
Let E be a Popov triplet, and associate to it the system 
= Ax + Bu, 
= - c )x  - A~a - a , , ,  (12)  
v =Lrx+BrA+Ru.  
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Let to" = [xThrur] r ~ R n × R" X R'". Then for v = 0, (12) can be written 
in the descriptor form Mr/; = Nw, where 
[' o o I o 
M= 0 I 0 , N= -Q  -A  T , (13)  
0 0 0 L I B'r 
M, N ~ R (2''+''0x(2n+m). 
DEFINITION '2 [8, 9]. The matrix pencil AM - N ~dth M and N defined 
via (13) is called the extended Hamiltonian pencil (EHP)  associated to E. 
As we shall see in Section 5, the EHP ~11 play a crucial role in stud}dng 
the GCTARE. 
3. PROPER DEFLAT ING SUBSPACES 
Let's introduce 
DEFINITION 3. Let AM - N, M, N ¢ R 'xq  be an arbitra D- matrix pen- 
cil. A subspace 7 /c  Rq of dimension p will be called a proper d~flatin¢~ 
.vubspace to the right if 
filial 
NV = z'~IVS (14) 
MV is monie, 
where V~R ' ;x '  is any basis matrix for ~-, and S is an adequate p× p 
matrix. A subspace ~c  R I, of dimension o- is a proper chflatin~ .subspace to 
the left if 
wN = ~,VM ( ~ 5) 
;.Llld 
~17¢/ is epic, 
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where W T E R P x ,~ is any basis matrix for gd', and T is an adequate ~ x o- 
matrix. A proper deflating subspaee to the right (left) is called stable 
[antistable] if A(S) c C -  [A(T) c C+]. 
For Definition 3 see also [10, 15]. 
REMARK 3. Let ~ be a proper deflating subspace to the fight of 
dimension p, and let V be any basis matrix for it. Then there exists an 
invertible H such that 
HMV= [ Mn]O (16) 
with M n square. Since MV is monic, M n is invertible. Following (14), we 
get 
HNV=[  Mils ]0"  (17) 
Let "~ be such that Z = [V V] is nonsingular. Hence (16) and (17) yield 
H( AM _ N)Z = [ Mll( ~ - S) AM12-N12] 
AM22 N22 ]' 
(18) 
from which we get eventually 
~M _ N ~ [ ~I  - S ~]~/112 - N12] 
0 AM22 N22 ' 
(19) 
where  1~/i12 = M~llM12, IV12 = MnlN12. The structure of the pencil shown in 
the fight-hand side of (19) justifies the term "deflating subspace." Since 
hi  - S has only finite (generalized) eigenvalues, the deflating subspace has 
been additionally termed proper. Note also that if (19) is true, the existence 
of a proper deflating subspace to the right is obvious. The above discussion 
points out the strong connection that exists between reducing subspaces 
introduced in [5] and the notion of proper deflating subspace introduced via 
Definition 3. 
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REMARK 4. If the pencil is regular [i.e. det(aM - N) ~ 0], then the 
second condition in the statement of Definition 3, i.e. MV is monic (IWVl is 
epic), is superfluous. Indeed, we can arrive again at (18), and from the 
regularity of the pencil it follows that MI1 must be invertible, and MV is 
automatically m<)nie. 
Now we shall investigate proper deflating subspaces in a deeper way. 
Recall from [6] that any matrix pencil is strictly equivalent to a Kronecker 
canonical t'orm, i.e. 
A,~I - N ~ 
- L~,E 
L,. 
Lr 
"qt 
AI - j  
AE - I 
(20) 
where L~, ~ R ~'×(':'+1), i = 1 , . . . , v  r (L r ~ R (':+j)x~:, j = 1 . . . . .  v:) are 
the rightileft) Kronecker blocks w4th e, '~ 0 (nj >/0) the right (left) Kro- 
necker indices, and v~ (v)  the number of right (left) Kroneeker blocks 
respectively; J is in the real Jordan canonical form; and E is block diagonal, 
each block consisting of units placed on the first tipper diagonal and zeros 
elsewhere. 
Let n, __a E[=lei ' nl __a E[L~r//, and let nf and n~ be the sizes of J and 
E, respectively. Then nf  equals the mnnber of finite generalize igenvalues, 
and n~ equals the number of infinite generalized eigenvalues. Clearly 
rankn(a)(AM - N)  = n,_ + n¢ + n/  + n~ < min(p ,q ) .  
\Vrite now nf = n f+ n /+ ny, where n/  (nf )  is the number of finite 
generalized eigenvalues with strictly negative (positive) real part and n ° / is the 
number of finite generalized eigenvalues placed on the imaginary axis. By 
performing appropriate row and column operations on the right-hand side of 
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(20) one can easily obtain that 
AM-N-  AM-~7 
AI  - A~ - B 
A I -Nz  
aI-Xf 
AI -Nf  
aI - A l 
-C  
(21) 
where: 
(a) (A~, B) ~ R '''x~'' X R "r×~, is a controllable pair. Moreover B = [B~ 
0] with B r ~ R n 'x  ~r, where 9r is the number of right Kronecker blocks with 
nonzero right Kronecker indices and (A~, B~) is in the controllable feedback 
canonical form (see [16]). 
(b) NT~ n,,i×,,~, A(Ns) c c , Nf~ n"; ×";, A(N/) c C +, and N/' 
RnTX~7, A(Nf °) c jR.  
(c) M~ = E ~ R "~×''~ is a nilpotent matrix 
(d) (C, A 1) ~ R ~×'t × R n~×'~ is an observable pair. Moreover 
where f,~ is the number of left Kronecker blocks with nonzero left Kronecker 
indices and (AJ', C; r) has identical structure to (A,_, B,.). 
Note that a similar form to (21) may be found in [13]. 
THEOREM 1. A matrix pencil has a stable (antistable) proper deflating 
subspace to the right (left) if and only if n r + n f  > 0 (n t + nf  > 0). More- 
over, the maximal dimension of a stable (antistable) proper deflating sub- 
space to the right (to the left) is' a r + nf  (n I + nf) ,  and such a dimension 
can be effectively attained. 
Proof. Assume from the beginning that the pencil is brought into the 
canonical ibrm (21). 
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"Only iff: Let ~/" be stable proper deflating subspace to the right, and let 
V be any basis matrix for it. Write V partitioned in accordance with (21), that 
is, 
V = 
Then (14) gives 
I1 r 12 r l1 )~ 1l 0 II ; f tl~. It I 
N; o l I ' l  ,, = I'1 ,, 
[S I exists, since A(S) c C ], and 
At~'g = '~g S, 
cE,~ = o. 
"'. (22) 
s, (2:3) 
(24) 
(25) 
Since (C, A t) is observable, there exists K such that A(A t + KC)c  C' .  
tlence (2,5) ~qelds 
(A t  + KC: )~ = ~,~,S. (2~) 
Since A(S) c C-,  (23), (24), and (26) hold if" and only if 
Using (27) in (22), we get 
]' 
,m ..... vg  o (,~ = "7 + ";  + "~, + ,,t + ,,). 
Since MX" is monic (see Definition 3), [VITIV]] T_  is also momc, and conse- 
quently n, + n r> 0 and 
dim ~< n,_ + nf .  (28) 
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"I f ' :  Assume n r + nf  > O. If n r > O, choose F such that A(A~ + BF) c 
C-  This is always possible because of the controllability of the pair (A r, B). 
Let 
['o °01  r Fr  0 V = 0 I q 
t 
which is clearly monie. Then (14) holds for 
which is stable, and 
(t = n 7 + n 7+ n~ + tit), (29) 
A+BF 0 ] 
S= 0 N f- , 
[i0 0 :] 
MV = I,q ' 
which is monic too. If  n r = O, then (14) holds for 
which is stable, and 
which is monie. Hence ~= Im V is a stable proper deflating subspace to the 
right, and the " i f '  part is proved. Combining now (28) with the fact that (29) 
yields dim ~= n r +nd,  the last part of the theorem is also proved. For the 
parenthesized text use dual arguments. • 
4. THE EHP 
The general results obtained in the previous section will be now used in 
order to display several remarkable properties of the EHP. 
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PROPOSITION 2. The EHP has a stable proper deflating subspace to the 
right if and only if it has an antistable proper deflating subspace to the left of 
the same dimension. 
Proof. Using (13), it can be easily checked that NV = MVS and MV is 
monic if and only if WN = ( -  S'r)WM and WM is epic, where 
1 v = v? v? and w = Iv? -v , '  v?] .  
Introduce now the Popov function 
l ,1[ RLI[  ' 
associated to F, (see [9]). Let p = rankR(A)II(A), and denote by ~'0 the 
number of zeros of I I(A -1) located at the origin. Then we have the main 
result of this section: 
TIIEOREM 2. For the EHP the following hold: 
1. ~, + ,2 7= nl + n S. 
2. rankR(A)(AM - N)  = 2n + p. 
3. IG = p+ ~o. 
4. n,. + n/<~ n, and the equality holds if and o,dy if 7,} = 0 and n~ =p.  
Proof. 1: Following the " i f '  part of Theorem 1, we can construct a 
stable proper deflating subspaee to the right of dimension n r + hi. Accord- 
ing to Proposition 2 there exists an antistable proper deflating subspaee to the 
left of the same dimension. Hence, according to the parenthesized text of 
Theorem 1, one obtains that n r + nf ~ n I + I2;. Similarly, using Theorem 1 
and Proposition 2, we have also that n, + nf>~ n I + n +f. Hence part 1 holds. 
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2 and 3: We may write 
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M-  AN= 
I,, 0 0 
AQ(1-  AA) ~ Z,, 0 
-AL~( I -AA)  1 _ABT( I+ AA~) 1 t,,, 
I - hA 0 0 ] 
X 0 I+  AA T 0 
o o -An(A -1) 
)4 
I~ 0 -A ( I  - AA) 1B ] 
0 I,~ ( I  + AAT)-a(AL + A2Q(I - AA) - IB )  1" 
0 0 I m 
(31) 
This equality shows that rankR(a)(AM - N) = 2n + p, whence part 2 is also 
true. For part 3, (31) shows also that the null generalized eigenvalues of 
M - AN (i.e. the infinite generalized eigenvalues of AM - N) coincides with 
the null zeros of AFI(A-1). Using the Smith-McMillan form for l-l(a -1) (see 
for instance [11]) it can be easily seen that AH(A -1) has exactly rankR(x)II(a) 
+ 7% zeros at the origin. Hence part 3 is true. 
4: Since always rank~(a)(aM - N) = n r -~- n 1 -[-- h i - - I -  n ; -~-  1"/3 -[- n°°' parts 
1, 2, and 3 provide 2n + p = 2(n~ + nf )  + n} + p + zr o, from which n r + 
nf <~ n and the equality holds if and only if n~ = 0 and n~ = p. • 
COROLLARY 1. The maximal dimension of a stable proper deflating 
subspace to tile right of the EHP does not exceed n. 
Proof. This follows directly from part 4 of Theorem 2 combined with 
Theorem 1. • 
Two results concerning stable proper deflating subspaces for the EHP are 
now in order. 
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PROPOSmON 3. Let 7/ be any stable proper deflating subspace to the 
right for EHP, and let 
]' 
v = v?  v2  (32) 
v 
I I  i"~, ?/ l  
be any basis matrix for it. Then 
VITVe = V/V].  (33) 
Proof. The proof runs as in [8] or [15]. • 
PItOPOSlT1ON 4. Let ~ be a stable proper deflating subspace to the right 
of maximal dimensionfl)r the EHP, i.e. dim ~-= n~ + nf  ¢ 0, and let V, as 
in (32), be a basis matrix for it. Then 
~=a Im[ V]]V~ cR2" 
does not depend on the choice of the maximal proper deflating subspaee 7/2 
Then 
Pro@ 
and (14) yields 
Let 
v= v2 ' -Q  -a  ~ ' 
(34) 
AV + BV 3 = VS, 
C-C¢ + DV,~ = O. 
(35) 
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with S stable. Since MV = U¢, it follows that V is monic. Hence it has a left 
inverse V e. Then (35) can be rewritten for ff = V:3V # as 
(2+ = Ps, 
+  F)v = o. 
(36) 
Hence ~= ImV is a null output stable (A, B) invariant subspace for the 
system (A, B, C, D). Clearly ~ is of maximal dimension, since otherwise 
(35) would hold for a monic V with strictly more columns than n r +__nf, 
which contradicts the maximality of T .  Hence, according to [16], ~ is 
unique, and the proof ends. • 
REMARK 5. Let [V]',vr, v f ]  r and [~rl, ~r2, Vrlraj be two basis matrices 
for ~ ,  partitioned as in (32). Then 
are monic, and hence, by Proposition 4, there exists an invertible G such that 
= 
v2] LV. l 
Thus if V 1 is monic, then *71 is monic too. 
DEFINITION 4. The EHP is said to be dichotomic if n~ = 0 and n~ = p 
= rankm a)H(A). 
We have immediately 
PROPOSITION 5. The EHP is dichotomic if and only if it has a stable 
proper deflating subspace to the right of dimension . 
Proof. "'Only iF': According to part 4 of Theorem 2, n r + nf  = n and a 
stable proper deflating subspace to the right of dimension n r + n 7 can be 
constructed following the procedure given in the "'if" part of Theorem 1. 
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"IF': Following Theorem 1, we get n ~< n~ + n 7. Hence according to part 
4 of Theorem 2 the equality n = n~ + n 7 holds and n 7 = 0, noo = p, which 
means dichotomy. • 
DEFINITION 5. A stable proper deflating subspace to the right 7: of 
dimension o" is said to be disconjugate if for any basis matrix V E R (2" +'">< '~ 
partitioned as in (32), V l is monic. 
Notice that: 
(a) Following Remark 5, the notion of disconjugacy is independent of the 
choice of the basis matrix for the proper deflating subspaee, 
(b) The notion of disconjugacy is well defined, since Corolla U 1 asserts 
that the number of columns of V 1 does not exceed n. 
Based on Proposition 5, we can introduce 
DEFINITION 6. A dichotomic EHP is said to be disconjugate if it has a 
disconjugate stable proper deflating subspace to the right of dimension n. 
REMARK 6. According to Proposition 5, the dichotomy of the Et tP  
iinplies the existence of a stable proper deflating subspaee to the right of 
dimension n. Let V, as in (32), be a basis matrix, where V 1 is now n × n. 
Hence the disconjugacy is checked by checking the invertibilib~ of V 1. If  V I 
is singular, then there is no other basis matrix V with V 1 nonsingular, 
because of the arguments given by Proposition 4. Thus we can check 
effectiwqy the disconjugacy of a dichotomic EHP. 
5. MAIN RESULT 
Now we are ready to state and prove our main result. 
THEOREM 3. The GCTARE (1) has a stabilizing solution (r, X, V, F) {f 
and only if the EHP has a disconjugate stable proper deflating subspace to the 
right of dimen.sion r. 
Proof. " I f ' :  Let ~ be a disconjugate stable proper deflating subspace of 
dimension r x~dth basis matrix V partitioned as in (,32). Then with (13), 
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equation (14) can be written explicitly as 
AV 1 + BV a = V1S , 
- QV 1 -ArV2-LV  3 =V2S , (37) 
LrV1 + BrV2 + RV 3 = 0 
with S stable. Let X & V,2V~ # and F ~= V3V~ #, where V~ # is a left inverse of 
V 1. Then (30) provides 
( A + BF)V  1 = VIS, 
( -Q  - A rx  _ LF )V  1 = XV1S ' (38) 
( L r + B~X + RF)V  1 =0.  
By eliminating V~ S in the first two equations of (38), Equation (1) with 
V = V 1 is easily obtained. This, together with the first equation of (38) and 
Proposition 3, which implies VfXV 1 = VfXrV1 ,  proves the "if '  part. 
"Only if": Let (r, X, V 1, F) be a stabilizing solution to (1). Then by taking 
iv1 iv1] V = XV 1 -= V,2 
FV1 Va 
it can be easily checked that Equation (37) holds. Hence (14) also holds, and 
MV is monic, since V I is monic. Thus •= Im V is a disconjugate stable 
proper deflating subspace to the right (of dimension r) for the EHP, and the 
conclusion follows. • 
From Theorem 3 we have immediately 
COROLLARY 2. The CCTARE (3) (or (4)) has a stabilizing solution if and 
only i f  the EHP is disconjugate. 
For applications of the CCTARE see [3] and [15]. For instance, in [15] the 
CCTARE has been successfully applied to "nonstandard" inner-outer factor- 
izations. 
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6. CONSTRAINED DYNAMICS WITH QUADRATIC COST 
Let F~ be a Popov triplet, and associate to it the tbllowing objects: 
(a) The linear system 
k = Ax + Bu 
and the integral quadratic ost 
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(39) 
( A + BF)V  t = V~S (44) 
with S ~ R r×r  stable. Following Remark 1, ~7] = hnVl is a stable (A, B) 
invariant subspaee of dimension r. Hence, for any initial condition in ~,  we 
can fbree the system ~? = Ax + Bu to have its evolution exclusively located in 
~], that is, 
v, ~ = av ,  ~: + B,,, ~(0) = ~:,, ~ W. (45) 
In this section we shall evaluate, in terms of the GCTARE (1), the quadratic 
cost in (40) over the trajectories located in ~r], i.e. described by (45). 
To this end, let us introduce the notation 
QI & V1TQV1, Lt & V1 rL, F1 ~ F~I' (46) 
and 
Q 
J=  u I f  ~ dr. (40) 
(b) The GCTARE (1) written in explicit form for V = Vl: 
( ArX + XA + Q)V 1 + ( XB + L )FV  1 = 0, (41) 
(L r+ Brx)v ,  + RFV, = 0. (42) 
Assuine that the GCTARE has a stabilizing solution, that is (see Definition 1), 
there exists a quadruple (r, X, V l, F) fbr which (41) and (49,) are fulfilled and 
such that 
X, gx ,rlrXrl = .vrxr~7l = xil. (43) 
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With (44) and (46), Equation (41) becomes 
AT~I  ÷ XV1S ÷ QV 1 ÷ LF 1 = 0. (47) 
Premultiplying (47) by V T and taking into account he transpose of (44), we 
get 
-- FTBTXV1 ÷ X1S ÷ Q1 ÷ L1F1 = O. (48) sTxI 
From (42) we have 
F?BTXVI + F?L~ + F?RF 1 = O. (49) 
Using (49) in (48), we get finally 
sTxI ÷ X1S + Q1 ÷ L,F, + F?'L~" + F?'RF?' = O. (50) 
REMARK 7. Let V 1 be nonsingular. Then without loss of generality we 
may take V 1 = I n in (41)-(42), and (50) beeomes 
(A  + BF) rX+X(A  +BF)  + Q +LF+ FTLT + FrRF=O (51) 
with A + BF stable. But this is exactly the "closed loop" form of the 
(constrained) Rieeati equation. 
With (44), Equation (45) becomes 
V l~=v ls~-BF~+ Bu, 
and premultiplying both sides of the above equation by vjTx T, we get [see 
(43)] 
X, ~ = X1S ~ - V?'XTBF, ~ + VTXTBu. (52) 
We shall interpret (52) as the constrained evolution to ~'l of the system 
k=Ax + Bu. 
If the evolution is in g/'l, the quadratic ost (40) becomes 
dt, (53) 
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where x = V 1 ~: and (46) has been used. Then with (50) and (52), we have 
', 
~' 2uri]~ ~ + urRu 
= -~r ' ( s "x ,  + x ,s  + L~F, + e?L~ + <'R;1)~ + 2,, 'L~ + ,,'R,, 
= - ~" (x ,  ~ + v?x '13< ~ - v?x'B,,) 
- ( ~ 'x ,  + ¢ ~r?8 ~xv, - , , 'B 'xv , )  
- ?~'e?L~;~- ~U?RF, f + eu"L~ + ;'g,, 
d 
d,  ( e 'Xxe)  - + + ui' u,)e 
+ e,,' (B'X3~, + <)e  + ,, 'R,, + e'<'RF, e 
d 
- dt (~:rX' s~) + (u - F. s~)rR(u - F, ~:), (54) 
where, for obtaining the last equalib', (49) and (42) have been used. Since 7/i 
is a stable (A B) lnvanant" " subsoace the class ~g/~ of" all control input which 
steer s¢0 to the origin is nonempty. Hence (53) and (54) provide 
oc 
~,,X~ s% + £ (u F ,~) rR(u  F ,#)dt  (5,5) J = T - -  _ _  
for all ~:o ~ 1V and all u ~ ~"~0" If R > 0, then rain J with respect to 
u E ~/<, equals ~0rx1 ~:o, and it is attained (nonuniquely) by u = F l ~ applied 
to (45), seen as the restrieted feedback to ~l.  Such a feedback provides also 
stabilization with respect o the stable (A, B) invariant subspace ~/i- 
7. CONCLUSIONS 
Necessary. and sufficient conditions for the existence of tile stabilizing 
solution of the generalized continuous-time algebraic Riccati equation have 
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been given. The conditions are expressed in terms of the Kronecker indices 
of the associated EHP. The results lead also to a computer- implementable 
algorithm for solving the GCTARE by using algorithms presented in [4] and 
the refinements in [2] for computing the generalized Schur form of a singular 
pencil (see [14]). 
The authors thank the referee for his valuable suggestions, which led to 
improvements in the content of the paper. 
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